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Stingray 194LX
Sport Deck Outboard

The best in family-fun
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BOAT TEST



S tingray Boats of Hartsville, South Carolina has established its good name as one of 
the premier independent boatbuilders in America by designing and manufacturing 

a wide range of fast and functional boats with a cornucopia of available options for the 
whole family to enjoy. With just two molds, a handful of skilled craftsmen and a passion 
for excellence and the water, Stingray founder Al Fink, who formed the company back in 
1979, set out to produce one of the best performing powerboats in the industry. From these 
humble beginnings and with big dreams in mind, Stingray has since grown to a company 
of more than 20 models, with a proven reputation for quality and customer service. 

Stingray’s, and in particular Fink’s, dedication to the craft has kept customers coming back 
again and again to make memories with loved ones on the water for generations. And after 
more than 30 years, Stingray and Fink haven’t stopped innovating; they’ve just gotten better.

Stingray’s latest creation, the 194LX, continues on in this tradition of boatbuilding 
excellence. Simply put, it is the ideal family boat. It’s perfect for that afternoon outing 
with family and friends, cruising the lake or the “big water” in style and comfort. And 

don’t forget to pack the watersports equipment, because this boat 
has some serious get-up and go for skiing, boarding, tubing… let your 
imagination run wild! 

Speaking of speed, let’s talk about power options. Many boats in this size 
range come standard with sterndrive engines. But the 194LX is available with 
your choice of outboard power up to 150 hp. As an outboard model, this 
boat can go virtually anywhere and also requires very little maintenance, 
yet has all the amenities one could ask for in a fun and peppy day boat. 

Another plus opting for the outboard is that it opens up enormous 
storage potential under the boat’s sundeck (i.e. the former engine room). 
There’s also a long, narrow storage space that runs from forward of the 
transom bench base between the two helm seats to the middle of the 
bow seating area. This space is ideal for stashing water skis, wakeboards, 
paddleboards, and rods and reels, as well as any and all gear and tackle 
you wish to bring aboard.

The boat features snap-on carpeting throughout, including the bow 
area, in an attractive, light color. It keeps the floor comfortable, even 
when exposed to the noonday sun, and makes it easy to keep clean and 
tidy. Other stand-out features include a convenient side-entry walkway 
allowing for shallow water access; a full fiberglass lining that makes clean 
up at the day’s end a cinch; and twin sport bucket seats complete with 
bolsters for cushy comfort.

This 19-footer outperforms the competition with 
less power and manages to get better fuel mileage and 
speed when compared to similar-sized and equipped 
models on the market. Consider the following: With a 
Mercury engine, she’ll do 45.5mph at 6250 rpm buring 
11gph at a rate of 4.1mpg. At 3500 rpm, the boat 
burns 3.1 gph and gets 6.8 mpg. Not too shabby.

This standout performance is directly related 
to Stingray’s Z-plane (zp) hull. Here’s how it works: 
The Z-plane acts as a horizontal planing face when  
submerged, and when it nears the water’s surface, 
the zp’s outside edge acts as a spray release. This 
revolutionary design passes through the water with no 
bubbles or vortices formed by the hull shape. The hull, 
developed on the CAD (Computer Aided Design) system, 
is absolutely fair, and the smooth flow of water generated 
by this design allows the prop better bite during both 
straight-line speed and hard-cornering maneuvers.

The zp hull has a notched transom adopted from 
the offshore racing boats, which allows the drive 
to be mounted higher to reduce drag and increase 
performance.

The use of computerized design has taken the 
accuracy level of manufacturing boats from 1/16" 
to 1/1000" and has allowed for the possibility of 3-D 
design. A scaled 3-D human model allows Stingray 
the advantage of designing the boat around you; not 
just making you fit the boat.

Performance-wise, the 194LX is a gem. The engine 
on our test boat was a 115-hp Mercury EFI four-stroke. 
This motor is bullet proof. It’s also quiet and, if 
you’re my age, I can promise you it’s nothing like  
the outboard engine you grew up with. The advent of 
the four-stroke, in my opinion, was a game-changer.

If you’re in the market for a fast, family-friendly day 
boat, don’t let Stingray’s 194LX pass you by!  LB

Stingray 194LX Sport Deck OB
Standard Equipment

Three-year blister hull protection plan; 5-year hull protection plan; NMMA and USCG Certified; 
cooler/storage box w/drain; Z-plane hull; floor storage w/oversize door; bow anchor storage; 
bow storage; safety glass windshield w/side shields; stainless steel spring line cleats; backlit 
instrumentation and CKT breakers; integrated electric horn; premium 36-ounce foam-backed 

vinyl w/Prefixx; helm seats w/fore and aft adjustments; oversized cup holders; steel burl 
trim package; throttle trim control w/safety switch; power trim and tilt w/indicator; transom 

mounted tilt switch; zero torque steering; mystingray.com personal website.

Specifications
LOA: 19'6"

Beam: 7'10"
Draft (w/drives up/down): 18"/N/A

Displacement: 2,325 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 34 gals.
Water Capacity: 6 gals.

Power: Mercury 115 hp 4-stroke outboard
Price as Tested: $34,539

stingrayboats.com
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